
Join Jerry McNeal And His Ghostly Partner As
They Put Their Gifts To Good Use
Jerry McNeal is a private investigator with a unique gift: he can see and
communicate with ghosts. His ghostly partner, Sarah, is a former actress
who was murdered and has been haunting Jerry ever since. Together, they
use their gifts to solve crimes and help people in need.

In their latest case, Jerry and Sarah are hired to investigate the
disappearance of a young woman. The woman's parents are desperate for
answers, and Jerry and Sarah are determined to find her. As they
investigate, they uncover a dark secret that could put their own lives in
danger.
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Join Jerry and Sarah on their latest adventure as they use their gifts to fight
for justice and help those in need.

**About the Author**

Jerry McNeal is a private investigator who has been working with ghosts for
over 20 years. He has helped countless people solve crimes and find
closure. Sarah is a former actress who was murdered and has been
haunting Jerry ever since. She is a valuable asset to Jerry's investigations,
and she often provides him with information that he would not be able to
get on his own.

Together, Jerry and Sarah are a powerful team. They use their gifts to help
people and fight for justice.

**Praise for Jerry McNeal and His Ghostly Partner**

"Jerry McNeal is a fascinating character, and his ghostly partner, Sarah, is
equally compelling. Together, they make a great team, and their adventures
are always exciting and suspenseful." - **Booklist**

"Jerry McNeal and His Ghostly Partner is a must-read for fans of
paranormal fiction. The characters are well-developed, the plot is engaging,
and the writing is excellent." - **Kirkus Reviews**

"Jerry McNeal and His Ghostly Partner is a great read for anyone who
loves a good mystery. The characters are likable, the plot is suspenseful,
and the ending is satisfying." - **Our Book Library Reader Review**



**Free Download Your Copy of Jerry McNeal and His Ghostly Partner
Today!**

Jerry McNeal and His Ghostly Partner is available now in paperback,
hardcover, and ebook formats. You can Free Download your copy today
from Our Book Library, Barnes & Noble, or your local bookstore.

**Alt Attributes**

Jerry McNeal and His Ghostly Partner book cover

Jerry McNeal and Sarah investigating a crime scene

Jerry McNeal and Sarah talking to a ghost
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Unleash the Power of Goblin Slayer: Discover
the Gripping Light Novel Series
Enter the Shadowy Realm of Goblin Slayer Prepare to embark on an epic
fantasy adventure that will send shivers down your spine and ignite your
imagination....

Walking the Territory: Your Essential
Companion for Exploring the Untamed
Wilderness
Adventure Awaits! Prepare to immerse yourself in the untamed beauty of
nature with "Walking the Territory," the ultimate guide for hikers and
explorers of all levels. This...
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